Abstract-Starting from the basic auction theory in china power market, this paper analyses the influence of electricity cost constitution to bidding strategies, auction theory based on price prediction, auction theory based on the analysis of bidding strategy of opponents, auction theory based on game theory and bidding theory under the contract market deeply, and discusses the corresponding bidding models.
INTRODUCTION
Our country's power industry is undergoing a marketoriented reform period from the traditional planned economy to the market economy system. Based on what kinds of hypothesis, using what kinds of bidding strategies can power plants get the optimal profits in the competition? How to avoid the risks as much as possible? How to adjust the original bidding ideas and coping strategies? How to actively, selectively participate in the competition, and to make accurate decisions in limited time? All these problems have become a huge challenge that decision makers must face [1] - [3] .
II. POWER GENERATION COST ANALYSIS OF THERMAL POWE PLANT
Power generation cost analysis is the foundation of thermal power plant bidding decision-making. Analyzing the power generation cost constitution, factors effect the change of cost, and how to calculate cost and profit, on the one hand, can lead to internal competition, excavate the potential to reduce cost, grasp the rule cost changes, perfect cost control, and realize the optimal configuration of resources; on the other hand, can provide the reasonable economic basis and wider bidding space for bidding strategies making.
III. SYSTEM MARGINAL PRICE FORECASTING
For independent power plant, there are three main ways to construct the optimal bidding strategy: forecasting the system marginal price of the next day; estimating the bidding behaviors of other power plants; bidding strategies based on the game theory. There are many methods to forecast marginal price, including probabilistic statistics, time series parameter model approach, grey forecasting method, combination forecast, fuzzy mathematics, artificial neural network method and so on. Here we mainly introduce exponential smoothing prediction method and artificial neural network method. Here mainly introduces exponential smoothing method and artificial neural network method. See Fig.1 and Fig.2 Figure. 
IV. POWER PLANT BIDDING STRATEGIES MODEL

A. The Bidding Method of Forecasting Price
In electricity market, to power plant participating in market bidding, their goals are to maximize profit. Therefore, generation bidding is the bidding strategy which will get the maximum returns after determining the reasonable income.
1) Bidding strategy targetfunction
For single unit and single time bidding strategy target function, having said that, power plant aims to maximize generating profit, so the single unit and single time target function is:
To the single unit and more time bidding strategy, because we must consider the continuous operation of units, so based on the single unit and single time, its target function also includes units transfer fee, unit minimum and maximum output, unit ramp rate and other factors. Its target function can be described as follow: 
Based on the above analysis and combining with the minimum and maximum output of unit, the unit quotation power range can be determined:
3) Single time unit quotation scheme After determining the unit feasible quotation power range by the above analysis, units can find several bidding scopes (p t , q t ) from the above range in time t, determine and submit bidding strategies to organization in meeting the rule that the bidding curve must be non-decreasing claimed by the market. Here conversion coefficient method is adopted to determine and declare energy price: introduce a conversion coefficients and make:
The choice of m generally does not exceed 1, because 1 corresponds to the average settlement price predicted in time t. Obviously, declaring this price is not good for bidding. Now, between the bidding power range [q toplimit , q lower limit ] and the range of m, using different equal segments or following certain requirements to get the value of m and gain several bidding quotation p t . According to the optimal power corresponded by the maximum profit function, we know: Q t =(p t -b)/2a，which is the corresponding quotation electricity.
B. The Bidding Method of Forecasting Rivals
The bidding method of forecasting rivals is to seek the optimal bidding strategy on the basis of forecasting the bidding energy price of rivals known and system demand for electricity load forecasting.
1) Condition assumptions
The decision-making behavior of bidders is rational, namely bidders will choose the optimal bidding strategies according to the bidding information obtained and pursue long-term expected profit maximization and the short-term or eyes profit maximization. At the same time, spare, auxiliary service will not be considered and assume that there is not joint bidding among power plants. And before bidding, power plant has known the power load forecasting demand of each period, and learned the power and price of the opponents by forecasting.
2) The optimal bidding strategies model Here mainly take the bidding strategy of single period, single unit and two power suppliers participating in bidding as the example, power plants quote price in five-point method, quotation form is a step-like increasing bidding curve. Suppose that the bidding strategy form of bidding power plant j is obtained by forecasting, as described below, bidding form simplifies into integer form, so according to opponent quotation, we can determine the optimal bidding through the following methods. Suppose the bidding form of opponent j is:
Given Apparently, the bidding aim of power plant i is to find the bidding strategy targeting at opponent, and to obtain the maximal profit, which need to meet the below equation:
Type, c i (h i )=ah i +b, a>0,b≥0 ； v i represents winning a bid or not, if winning its value is 1, not is 0, and its value is determined by the following formula: * is the minimum economic output and the best output in this period. All these conditions explain that given power i will win the bid if the quotation p i given power Hi corresponding to is less than the generation power ρ j+1 of power plant j, and at this time the sum of φ j and Hi can satisfy the control condition when v i =1. Of course in this time if the value of p i is (ρ j+1 -1), its net profit will reaches the maximum in this form.
3) Uncertainty and randomness analysis
Because the main role of models is to predict results to the bidding strategies of opponent, which includes multiple prediction and the corresponding probability, so to power plant i, against each group prediction bidding combination, determine first the corresponding bidding strategies, at the same time in the bidding strategies, and then determine the optimal bidding strategies based on the prediction probability. To this can use the Monte Carlo method to solve.
C. Game Theory Bidding Strategy
Different market environments determine the different premise of game model, frequently, the results are different. Directing at these mainly factors and the current facts in power market of our country, puts forward the below bidding game hypothesis:
• Power market adopts the bilateral trade form rather than joint venture form, and uniform market-clearing price system; • Power plant is the intermediary institution between thermal power plant and companies who purchase power; • The nature of the goods belongs to before market or real-time balance market; • Suppose there is no network congestion or transport bottlenecks.
1) Non-cooperative game model of bidding strategies
Based on the above game assumptions, by analyzing the power plant generation bidding, before bidding power plant can gain corresponding information, assumptions are as follows:
Settlement price in trading mainly is the function of total output of all power plants who participate in trading, and is the kind of drop demand function, command: D=a-b×p=∑qi(p)，p presents system marginal price;
Regional grid has n power plants, which bid away at the same period, while during this time they don't know the bidding of other power plants;
Generation cost of power plants are all second cost function form, and unknown to the specific of other plants, the cost function of the i power plant is:
,2,…,n; In certain period of time in the future, bidding strategies of each power plant in spot market is described by each supply function, for:
Generation company in the cash market has no collusion behavior with each other;
Only discuss single time bidding strategies; From the above assumptions, we know, this noncooperative game is the static type of incomplete information game, namely, Bayesian Game;
2) Bidding strategies for solving Based on the above assumptions, power plant aims to maximize the profit, profit function is: To prove it, the company balanced supply function obtained from the above is the maximum point of overall situation, and after determining the system settlement price and the opponent supply function and substituted into 4-4 the third, then can get the balanced power generation q i of power suppliers.
D. Bidding Models Based on Price-Difference Contract 1) Model assumptions
To bidding strategies based on the follow assumptions: • Considering a power market existing n power plants, load demand function of a future time period is: D(p)=a-bp ， among p is spot market price in this time, a and b are constants greater than 0; • Every power plant has second cost function:
Among q i is the production yields of the i power plant in this time, c i is constant greater than 0. Power plant has linear marginal cost which equals c i q i ;
• In spot market of future time, bidding strategy of each power plant is described by each supply function, which is:
• Power plant can sign a two-way spread contract with power supply companies or users for power selling in the further, the price decided in contract is described in f (f ≥0), electricity contract of power plant i is x i . According to the definition of pricedifference contract, the expenses power plant i will expend (or receive, if is negative) in the future time is (p-f)x i .
• In price-difference contract market, the decrease of electricity contract of the i power plant will cause the increase of other power plants, and the increasing degree can be described in conjectural variation
• None of power plants has collusion behaviors in spot market and contract market.
2) The spot market model
The equilibrium price p of power spot market is determined through the market clearing, namely:
The aim of every power plant is to make profit maximization, among, the profit R i of power plant i in discussing time equals its income in the spot plus the net income of price-difference contract, and minus generation cost, namely:
Among: X i is electricity contract. When the power profit achieves the maximum, reciprocal that profit function corresponds to is 0, by 4-9, we know supply function meets differential equation:
Simultaneity formulas above from 4-5 to 4-10, we can obtain the spot market price p and the generated energy of balanced supply function for the i power plant. 3) Contract market model Suppose enough buyers in contract market are risk neutral, have rational expectation, so contract price f will equal expected spot price. From type 4-11, contract price will depends on the electricity contract of each power plant. Because contract price equals expected spot price, the profit of power plant can be written as:
When profit is the optimal, first derivative of profit to electricity contract is 0, namely: Dr i /dx i =0
Combining the above type (5) ～ (12), we know the electricity contract of the i power plant meets: 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Bidding decision-making is an unstructured process, price of bidding strategies is always based on various forecasting model. However, the uncertainty of model determines that quotation exist some risks. So, if modern intelligent decision-making techniques could be used to help bidding, and make full use of the advantages of computer in information processing and managing [4] , the efficiency will be greatly improved. For now, domestic and foreign scholars have researched and widely discussed the bidding strategies theory of power plant, and some relevant auxiliary support system model also have been put forward by some researchers, but, making use of intelligent decision support technology to assist power plant bidding is rare, which is also the focus of our research in the future [5] .
